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PAPPAS LEADS USA at BREAK 
NAIA, JUCO Titles Decided 

 

Hello Again…..After day one of the 25
th

 

USA national indoor CE champs at Indiana 

University in Bloomington, 34 year old Tom 

Pappas, nursing a sore back has a 115 point 

lead on the field with 4 events down and 3 

more scheduled tomorrow for Gladstein 

Fieldhouse. Pappas is a two time meet winner 

(2000, last in 2003) but so is Jake Arnold,   , 

also a two time winner and one or the other is 

likely to be the meet’s first 3x winner. 

 Injuries claimed 2 of the starters. 

Lysias Edmond, heavily taped on the right 

side, was injured before the event officially 

started as he pulled a hamstring after the 

initial gun in the 60m but the field was 

recalled and the event was rerun. Edmonds, a 

2 time outdoor internationalist did not make it 

to the rerun. And Chris Randolph,    , tweaked 

right leg early, fell victim to a high ‘nh’ jump. 

Day 2 will start with 6 as a pair (Ben Jasinski 

and Dan Keller) both withdrew early in the 

week. Frankly, for a great and very 

competitive meet, we should have had twice 

as many entries. The facilities were terrific as 

pentathletes Diana Pickler, Bette Wade and 

Sharon Day put up 3 of the highest US scores 

in history. This meet needs to be better 

attended and we can all do our share of work 

to promote it. There were many more 

qualifiers than entries. 

 Elsewhere Azusa Pacific senior Casey 

Syevick lead a 1-2-3 Azusa Pacific sweep 

(5111 points) at the NAIA affair in Johnson 

City, TN while Mike Bolliger/Glendale (AZ)  

 

 
 

 

Vet Tom Pappas 

leads the 25th 

USA indoor meet 

by 115 points 

after day one. 

 

 

CC (4846) won the national JUCO title in 

Charleston, IL. 

 Here’s the story at Bloomington: 

 

25
th

 USA National Championships 

Gladstein Fieldhouse 

                  Indiana University 

                 Bloomington, IN 

                 March 6-7, 2010 

 

Saturday-March 6 

60 Meters (12:13 pm) 

 After the timing malfunction the meet 

got underway with 7 of the original 8 starters. 

John Strang, a 2x WAC winner indoors and 

out while at Utah State, was out fastest but 

HPC elite teammate Eric Broadbent (ex West 

Chester)  caught him a 30 meters and eased 

away to win in  PR 6.97 seconds, .03 up on 

Strang. Jake Arnold was a solid 3
rd

 in 7.13, 

.04 ahead of Tom Pappas, running in the 

outside lane. 

After One: Broa 893, Stra 882, Arno 837, 

Papp 823. 

Long Jump (12:46 pm) 
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 Round #1 found an Arnold foul Skyler 

Reising/Team Nebraska Brooks, the elader 

with a 7.19m/23-7¼ pop. Minutes later Papps 

covered 7.25m/23-9½ of Hoosier real estate 

to take the lead but Reising got it back at 

7.30m/23-11½. Arnold finally managed solid 

jump in round #3 (6.90m/22-7¾) but the show 

belonged to the Husker whose 7.37m/24-2¼ 

was an indoor and non-windy PR. He moved 

to 4
th

. Broadbent’s two solid marks kept him 

in the lead. 

After Two: Broa 1723, Papp 1697, Stra 1686, 

Reis 1665.      

Shot Put: (1:45 pm) 
 

 

 

Skyler Reising’s 

13.90m/45-7½ 

put him into 4th 

overall.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Pappas took over with his initial toss, 

15.75m/51-7¼ while Arnold nailed a nice 

14.89/48-10¼ in the first round. In Round #2 

Pappas improved to 15.90m/52-2 while 

Arnold added 2 cm and both Strang 

(10.93m/35-10½) and Broadbent (13.06m/42-

10¼) PR’d. Neither will make a living as a 

shot putter but it satidfying to see guys come 

up with lifetime bests. In round #3 Arnold just 

missed his PR by a cm, getting a 15.16m/49-9 

toss and 50’ is just a matter of time for him. 

So too, Broadbent PR’d again, putting a 

13.11m/43-¼ mark in the books. The Pappas 

lead was now 115 points. 

After Three: Papp 2542, Arno 2427, Broa 

2397, Reis 2387.  

High Jump (2:40 pm) 

 1.98m/6-6 was a crucial height as 

Arnold managed the bar on his 3
rd

 try to stay 

even with Pappas. The latter, with noticeable 

back pain, could not go any higher and his 

expected event advantage evaporated. Thus 

his 115 point lead remained. Last year’s Big 

Ten deca champ Pat Woods got 2.01m/6-7 as 

did Broadbent who passed at 2.04/6-8¼ and 

then could not negotiate 2.07m/6-9½. But 

Reising and Strang could and they tied for the 

event win. Day one took a bit more than 3 

hours. 

After Four:3327, Reis 3255, Arno 3212, Broa 

3210. 

Notes: Pappas was clearly disappointed with 

his marks yet he soldiered through. Day two’s 

vault will be crucial although he thought the 

back would not cause many problems in 

either the hurdles or vault. Historically Arnold 

has been the top vaulter, a 5.30m/17-4½ but 

that came in 2007. Arnold’s forte is 

consistency and he is in fine shape. Reising 

and Broadbent were the notable surprises on 

day one and both are on PR pace. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 
 

Eric Braodbent (left) and Jake Arnold (right) put up solid 

marks on day one at the USA meet in Bloomington. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Results- Day One 

 
3/6-7 25th USA National Indoor CE Champs, U of 

Indiana, Bloomington, IN 

3327 Pappas, Tom/Nike    

   7.17 725 1590 198 

3255 Reising, Skyler/Tm Neb Brooks  

   7.35 737 1390 207 

3212 Arnold, Jake/asics    

   7.13 690 1516 198 

3210 Broadbent, Eric/HPC elite   

   6.97 707 1311 201 

3115 Strang, John/HPC elite   

   7.00 704 1093 207 

3016 Woods, Pat/unat    

   7.33 664 1362 201 

 dnf: Randolph, Chris/unat [7.41 653 1342 nh], 

 Edmonds, Lysias/Ariz Puma [dnf 60m inj]   

 


